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Introduction

The Education Amendments of 1976; P.L. 94-482,

which revised the Vocational E.t.ucation Act (VEA) of 1963,

introduced maor new requirements for the evatuat- on of

federally lusted vocational _duration-programs. _The of

the reasons :cr the changes was a 1974 report, 7.-7 the

General Accounting Office (GAO) on the implementaztJon of

Federal vocational education policy in seven Sta tes

The results of this study, which was c :ritical 'c:: the

States, were presented to Con cress during reauthorization

hearings for the VEA and were substantiated by other

studies and testimony. The exisiting. legislation

eluded Ahe general requi9rement that Federal funds were to

be distributed with "due consideration . . . to tie

results of periodio. evaluations of State and local voca-

tional
CM
education programs, services and activities f.7

light of information regarding current. and projecte

manpower needs and job opportunities. . . ." (P.L. 90-

'576, Section 123(a)(6)(A)). However, the testimony pre-

sented during the hearings indicated that. funds wer

distributed with little _consideration of evaluatio

results, in part .because of "the lack of systemati

program evaivation."2

One of the purposes of the Federal vocational educe

tion program is to assist States in offering programs c

vocational education which are, among other things

"realistic in light of actual or anticipated opportL,-

nities for gainful employment. . . ." (from the Declare

tion of Purpose, Sec.- 1011. Despite this purpose

Congress was told that much of the present enrollment in

-1-
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Dn.=ip to labc" market needs. Furthe:, the

concluded tt-t enrollmew.s in programs

7ederal funds tid not in ic-,te a shift from

o2e2upational prolgrams to desiTned to

eeuts of new and emerging cr:.::;upatio-s. It

this situation, in .part; 1,7 the that

demonstrate tre need or F

mI T ,

mation Lrom systema7Ic on

-wing job placeteni-jkas not gva:: In

:t--for

ID -7 cf such inforomtion, decisirm an which
am support were Often made withrilI canaidering

7Tent -prospects of students -ran those

aAO further reportedJhat the Cffice of
USOE)4 Was making only a sit:Olt effort to

:Ltional offerings in light of Fob ociportuni-

her evidence also

pr...-am been introduced,

7-ally rayed only a:minor

suggested hat, after a

local joi opportunities

role in dee_ding whether or
nc it a. :tinued.6

. The 43A0 report recommended that
Cc

qu

law

tress 7rengthen the evaluation recnirements by re-
irt s 'Tools to take responsibility for following. up

grE:i=ates and leavers. Congrea3 acted on this

ce, and greatly strengthened the reTruirements in the

so that evaluations could provide inItormation leading
tc program revision and improvement at 7,:7e local level.

One purpose of 'this paper is to describe the activ-
ities stimulated by these evaluation reoregmpts and-to
ThoW how evaluation results äe used to "evise and _im-
)rove programs. However, since policy i-itentions--in-

his :case, program revision and improvent--are not

calizd instantaneously, it is necessar 'to examine a
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number of int'erveni steps in the it olementation pr as

before ccnsidering tcomes. Before the outcomes c

realized. or exam!: , the message from Congress mu

transmit--.d and -imp 1--tnted faithf:117 at Federal, S

and rocs_ _evels. e degree t- wnich the messag

underst- and the it is ac d upon at each 1 el

afzects e l ikel i that the it Hided outcome's will

reL ize_ Thus, r purpose of this paper 0

de: e The way in w 211 this message was translm:

th 44'r the Off ice 2at ion to the States and finaLly

to local Jeve. . These legislative requiremeh=4,

tc: with the is .z..sions of the issues reported

tt Ise, Senate, _nd Conference Committee Repor

w luminate wt-at e Congress hoped to achieve, may

b nt of as cons :sting a message to the Off ice of

E--_2a --i, the States nd localities. How it was first

u- Dr-7 od at the FE' al level, then transmitted to the

S Les_ and finally plied at the local level are Cle-

m is cf a complex ocess that-begins with legal re-

c_ rements and ends h instructional programs in class-

r ms.

The Evaluation Requirements

The new evaluation requirements of the 1976

Education Amendments (Sec. 112) were intended to promote

rational planning and the responsiveness of the voca-

tional education system to changing labor markets. The

most substantial of these requirements originated in the

House Bill, which stipulated that States evaluate all



federally assisted` programs on a regular basis an ex-
, amine job placement rates and empl7yers' bpinipms, of
_graduates of vocational education pr.--grams.7 They pro-
'vide that:

(A) each State shall, (11271-ag the -fiveyear
period of the State plan, evaluai the effectivemers
of each program within the State ing assisted with
funds available under this Act; r d the results of
these evaluations shall be use to revise the .

State's pzograms, and shall be -7,nie readily avail-
able to the State advisory _count__ and

(B) each State `_shall eval..aa-=e, by using data
collected, wherever possible, by s7:atisticaily valid
sampling techniques, each such n7ogram within the:\.-
State which purports to impart entry level job
skills according to the extet: to which program
completers and leavers--

(f) find employment occupations :dated
to their training, and

(ii) are considered py their employers to
be well-trained and prepared for employment. .

. (Sec. 112(b)(1)).

The emphasis given in (B) to the employment success

of program completers and leavers underscores the contin-
uing congressional concern, dating back to the original

Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, that federally supported voca-
tional education should prepare students for participal-
tion in the labor force. According to the Hodse Report,

"The Committee has specified these two criteria to judge
the effectiveness of these programs because in our

opinion they show most clearly whether persons trained in
vocational programs are showing the results of such
training. ". These criteria are appropf.iate only- for-

,

students in "occupational" programs which prepare them
for entry-level jobs. "Nonoccupational" programs, such
as industrial arts, consumer and homemaking education,



and prevaz_ 'oral' programs, are to be evaluated as well, .

according (A) above, but, criteria for evaluation of

these pr:-.2.7 are unspecified.

.a
Purposes 2 =valuation

The Legislation Onvisions two purposes for evalua-

tion: LIrst, and, most important, management and im-

provement of programs; and, Second, netional reporting.

Further., the legislation, together with the House and

.Senate Reports, gives a good indication of the sort of

evaluation findings that were needed, and the decisions

that would flow from them. 9 Congress intended that deci-

sions on which programs to support with Federal funds 'be

influenced by evaluation results, spec.l.fically results

showing whether or.not students from \a given program were

finding lobs related fields' and whether or not their

employers were satisfied with tffem.
10. The Congress

seemed to want to produce a scenario like the

following: evaluaAion results. would. indicate which

.programs were' successful in placing students; these find-

ings, in turn, would indicate which skills were in demand,

which would then indicate which progiams''.to _continue.

The legislation does not mply that placement data are to

be the sole deterMinants o.f the decision. to continue or

discontinue a program or that this is the only use to

.which evaluation data can be put. At does, however, s'eem

. Ao suggest that low placement rates for 'particular

programs would act as red flags signalling the need for a

closer look.

The legislation encourages enactment of this sce-

nario in several places. For example, it requires that

-5-



Federal
Is

funds be distribUted to eligibie recipients on
the basis ,of local applications that describe, among,
other things, "how the findings of any evaluations of
programs. . .have been used to dev_etop,Ahe program pro-
posed in the application" (Section 106 (a)(4)(B)(ii)).
In addition, the State's annual accountability report
must "contain a summary of the evaluations of prOgrams

vrequired to be conducted by section 112 and a description
of how the information from these evaluations has been,
or...is 'being, used by..the State board to improve its
programs" °(Section 108(b)(2)(C)).

National reporting', a second. use of evaluation
results called fox by the legislation; deserves
comment. Student placement rates are' to be entered into
the Vocational ..6Education Data System (VEDS) and -aggre-
gated across localities qnd States to .form a national
picture (Section 163(a)(1)). The two uses may not always
be compatible; information needed for one set of purposes
may be different from that needed for another, as may the
requirements for statistical rigor. For example, program
improvement decisions at the'local level can be based on
fairly "dirty"...on"soft" data, collected in a form not
comparable across localities. On the.other hand, consid-
erable standardization is necessary for placement rate
data, which are collected at the school level and aggre-
gated successively at the district, the, State, and
national levels to provide a national report on the ef-,
ieetiveness of vocational education.

-6-
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,ReactiOn from the Field

State' and local vocational education directors ob-

jected strenuously to the evaluation requirements. Their

objections centered on using job placement, which they

viewed as unduly narrow, as the' major criterion of ef-

fectiveness. First, they argued, it does not adequately

reflect the nature' or goals of vocational education,,

which is a broad educational program, not jusra training

program. Second, vocational educators insisted that- the

criterion of job placement holds schools to an inappro-

priite standard. School systems should be held account-

able for imparting certain knowledge and skills and-for

making certain that there is a good fit between what is

taught and the jobs available. However, what jobs

students" actually take is determined by a rhos/ of

economic and personal factors beyond the school's

control:.' "Hojd us aecyuntable for employability, but not

employment," is the way many vocational educators phrased

the concern.

Beyond these two objections, vocational educators

vo -iced a'. fear- about the possibf.e consequences of evalu-

ating programs only, in terms of employment and employers'

satisfaction, especially if funding decisions flowed from

the. results. Easy-'to-place students, they suggested,

might be accepted for programs at the expense of those'

harder to place, such as members of minority groups, the

disadvantaged, or women in nontraditional programsin

short, the very groups Congress most wanted to reach.

-7-



The Office of Education Interprets the Requirements

The Office of Education (OE) played an important
role in seeing that States understoq

carry out Congress' message. It

provisions of the Act and offered

them out. Through. regulations, p

like, OE interpreted the provisions

and were able to

both explicated the

sistanee

memoranda, and the

the Act. An exam-
ination of the contents of these documents revealed the
way in which the Congressional message was transmitted to
the States.

The Offi \of Education interpreted the evaluation
requirements through regulations issued October 3, 1977- -

one year after the Act was signed--and a policy memor-
andum issued April 24, 1979--one. and one -half years
later. Thus, it took the OE two and one--half years to
get 'a full set of instrUctions to the States. In the
meantime, the States were already implementing the legis-
lation and, in-some cases, had to change their procedures
after receiving official guidance. Thus, the timing of
guidance alone affected the orderliness and faithfulness
of implementation of legislation.

The content of the guidance affected faithfulness of
implementation in a. more obVious way. With respect to
content, the regulations, the first guidance from OE,
extended the requirements of. the Act substantially..
While the statute referred only to federally supported
programs, the regulations require that programs to be
evaluated include those supported by Federal, State, and
local funds. Furthermore, the regulations broaden con-
siderably the dimensions along which the programs are to

-8-
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be evaluated, in part in response to the objections from

the field and frcm a belief that placement rates by them-
,

selves could give. a false impression of program

problems. It is important to note that the regulations

give guidance on procedure only; the requirement in the

legislation _that evaluatjons be used to revise and

improve programs is not developed. The interpretation

does not suggest, for example, what type of information

might be used or how it might be used to improve

programs. The areas to be evaluated are:

a. planning and operational processes;

b. student achieyement;

c, student employment success;

d. the effects of additional services, as measured
by the suggested criteria under (a),(b), and
(c), that the State provides to special popula-
tions.

Within each area, the regulations also suggest criteria

to be used (e.g., wage rates and duration of employment)

as indicators of student employment success, as shown in

Table 1.

Since the regulations include, student employment

success as just one .of four sets of criteria against

which programs should be measured, they might seem more

acceptable to vocational educators than would a provision

requiring evaluation on the basis of student employment

alone. As a practical matter, however, the regulattons

have been a source of dissatisfaction.' State administra-

tors argue that they do not have the resources to imOle-

ment all of the evaluation, requirements, and they are not



10.1.11.G 1

SPECIFICATIONS IN THE REGULATIONS OF
EVALUATION BY STATE BOARD11

The State board shall, during the five-year period
of the State'plan, evaluate in quantitative terms the
effectiveness of each formally organized program or
project supported by Federal, State, and local funds.
These evaluations shall be in terms of:

(a) Planning and operational processes, such as:

(1)-Quality and availability of instructional
offerings;

(2) Guidance, counseling, and placement and
follow-up services;

(3) Capacity and condition of facilities and
equipment;

(4) Employer participation in cooperative programs of
vocational education;

(5) Teacher/pupil ratios; and
(6) Teacher qualifications.

Is

(b) Results of student achievement as measured, for
example, by:

(1) Standard occupational proficiency measures;
(2) Criterion-referenced tests; and
(3) Other examinations of students' skills, knowledge,

attitudes, and readiness for entering employment
successfully.

(c) Results of student employment success as
measured, for example, by:

(1) Rates of employment and unemployment;
(2) Wage rates;
(3) Duration of employment; and
(4) Employer satisfaction with performance of vocational

education students as compared with' performance of
persons who have not had vocational education.

(d) The results of additional services, as measured by.the
suggested criteria under paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of
this section, that the State provides under the Act to
these special populations:*

(1) Women;

(2) Members of minority groups;
(3) Handicapped person;
(4) Disadvantaged persons; and
(5) Persons of limited English-speaking. ability.

-10-
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certain what the Office of Education regards as accept-

able procedures, particularly for assessment of student

achievement and for evaluation of the effects of addi-
tional services.

The new requirements left the States in sore need of

assistance.. The States were faced with the task of

developing or refining procedures and instruments for

their program reviews, as well as developing or refining

follow-up -surveys--to _assess student placement. Ready-

made instruments to assess student achievement existed
for only few program areas. And, this type of test

development was too expensive,' time consuming, and

complex for most States to undertake. Hence, a void

remains. The Office of Education responded in several
ways to the need to implement new complex, and costly
procedures--among them; spOnsoring conferences and

funding several "how to" projects12--but States still

felt a need for assistance.13;

The second major interpretation came irk the form of

a policy memorandum dated April 24,: 1979, issued after

more than a year and one-half of internal struggle and

debate within OE over how prescriptive to be.14 This

memorandum was written to help States devise evaluative

schemes that would permit valid aggregation at the

national level. The memorandum did four things: (1) it

defined the term "program" (the entity to be evaluated);

(2) it permited sampling of programs; (3) it' encouraged

States to adopt a cyclical pattern of evaluation; and (4)

it promised that OE would not aggregate into national

summaries either program review data 'or results of

student achievement, although it would review and sum-
marize results to show a national trend.



The 'specifications in the memorandum flow more from

a concern wit: bein= able to provide a national picture
than fr.om a cLmcern for program improvement. The S_ection

which gives States permission to evaluate a sample of
programs within the five-year period of the State'plan'
illustrates this point most clearly. The memorandum
states: "Each of the six-digit code instructional

programs must be evaluated within the period covered in

the approved Five-year Plan. But if a State is operating

100 auto mechanic programs, (a six-digit code) throughout
the State, it may design a representative sample of such
programs... 14

Federal administrators believed that, to make the

evaluation, process workable, sampling was essential In
large States with many programs. However, in specifying
a sampling unit, OE has affected the, types of program
revisions that are possible. In so doing, it has clearly

illustrated that the the methods, degree of rigor, and

information needed may not be the same for all eyaluatfon
uses. A national picture made, up of placement rates from
a sample of programs is perfectly. acceptable. But the
method may not be' perfectly acceptable for making program
revisions. ,For one thing, revisions can be made only in
the programs in the sample. Some programs may never be

evaluated, even over the course of five years. Choosing

a program rather than a school as the entity to be eval-
uated may mean that school-wide areservices
overlooked. Some states now choose the school" or'

district as the entity to be evaluated and pose questions
about the availability and utilization in the planning
process of, information related to student and community
intere'sfs and needs and job market demand. These

-12-



questions pertain 7:m a planning process which is school-

wide and not prog7am specific. Similarly, efforts to

eliminate sex role stereotyping or to mainstream handi-

capped students or to provide-counseling are done school-

,wide, not program by program. Information on these ac-

tivities--which certainly may suggest constructive ways

to revise the program--may be better collected by

sampling schools.

The States Implement the Requirements

Before the 1976 Amendments,-evaluation of vocational

education programs in most States was done on an informal

and unsystematic basis. Few, if any, States had eval-

uation procedures as complex or comprehensive as those

described in the.---regulations.' NeYetIhCieS!..4 pieces of

the .evaluation. system envisioned by the regulations were

in place. For example, most States reviewed, local

programs, although often not as pant of a formal program

evaluation. 'Student achievement Was'measured at the

local,level by teachers and,, for some occupations (e.g.,

practical nursing), by State licensing or certification

"examinations. In many-,States, student placement

were collected, again often by individual teache

not' in a- manner rigorous enough to-yield .reliakle

valid results. When' the 197S legislation passe

began to draw together and systematize many

procedures.

TIE examined the States' re.spon.s= to the evaluation

requirements at two pointsthe spring of.1978," and the

19,79-80 school year." In the spring of 1978, infoft

mation was c011ected for all 'States from written

-13-



descriptions of procedures, where they existed, and from
personal interviews with State evaluators at a conference
on evaluations sponsored by OE's Bureau of. Occupational
and Adult Education (BOAE). In the 1979-80 school year,
information was collected in conjunction with case -

studies conducted in 15 States.

Implementation as of Spring 1978

By the spring of 1978 (when the regulations had been
out for approximately six months but the policy memor-
andum had not yet appeared), work was well underway in
most States. Evaluation procedures were being extended
and, in some cases, developed, in accordance with the
regulations, but States were overwhelmed at the prospect
of implementing them. Not only were the procedures given
in the regulations detailed, complex, and costly to im-
plement, but during the first year no Federal money was
appropriated (under Sec-. 102(d)) for this purpose. 'De-
velopmental work was therefore, proceeding entirely at
State expense.

Of the four categories specined by the regulations- -

planning and operational processes, student achievement,
student employment success, and services to special' popu-
latfons--most effortby the spring of 1978 had-gone,into
systematizing reviews of planning and operational
processes and a-ssessing, student placement,' an aspect of
student employment success.- Reviews of planning and
operatial processes, or "program reviews" as 'they: are
usually called, were being conducted in 13 States.and

n -- -an o-th -37 .----As-ses-s me frt s---- o-fs-t uden

placements, or student follow-up, were being done i 20

-14-.



States and being revised or developed in another 25. Far

less attention was being given to the systematic

statewide assessment of student achievement because this

procedure requires some development of instruments.

Almost every State, therefore, decided to continue for

the time being with assessment by teachers and to wait

and see what other States would do.

Implementation of School Year 1979-80

By school year 1979-80i the developmental work on
program review procedures and follow-up had been com-
pleted in most States. Many States were then.faCed with

,

the task of compressing their program evaluations into

the last three years 4of the five-year cycle of the legis-

lation. The most consistently implemented category in

the -15-case-study States was a program review of- pfanning

and operational processes, typically 1M/diving a "self-
evaluation" by the school- and an on-site visit by an

.

external team. In only 2. of the 15-States were program

reviews still being conducted by individual:. discipline

specialists, rather. than as part oT a coordinated,

statewide process. 'his high level of impleMentation was

not surprising since the program review proCess fit com-

fortably with the technrCcAl. assistance role which: State

education agencies were accustomed to playing with local

agendies. The usefulness of reviewing plannIng and oper-

ationa.l processes was well established, and the inioni7

toring of local programs was not new. What the 1976
Amendments did was to cause' States to become more

systematie in this undertaking and to expand reviews to

address some new issues.

-15- el.
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Follow-up of students to ascertain job placement was
the next most firmly implemented evaluation activity.
Here again; the' utility of the procedure w q generally
establiShed and the procedure itself often
at least informally, prior to Federal legi The

legislation--both the evaluation provisi .n Sec.

112(b) and the requirement that these data h luded in.

the Vocational Education Data System--proviJu _he stim-
ulus for systematizing the activity at a statewide
level. By the school year 1979-80, 12 of the 15 case-
study States had in place a statewide system of re-
porting; in the remaining 3 States, such a system was
still under development. While the actual collection of

data was generally a local responsibility, State agencies
often facilitated the process by providing forms and, in

many cases, the names of the students to be followed up.

Most of the States follow up both completers and
leavers, as required by. the Act. However, there are
seric-Is practical diffi-culties in gath.tJring accurate--and-

reliable data which are consistent across districts.
These difficulties are compounded-by admini'strators' lack

of conviction that such standardized follow-up data are

necessary or appropriat,e and by the lack of Federal fund-

ing to ease the burden which the requirements place 'on
Q. 'State and local resources.

Formal follow-up data on employers' satisfactiOn are,

collected muzb less consistently than data on student

placement.., Approximately half of the case-study States
do not have aN.statewfde 'employer follow-up. procedure at'

both the secondary and' postsecondary levels. Vocational

educators are less -rncl ined to see employer--f-o-1-1-ow-up as



an important and necessary indicator of vocational edu-

cation effectiveness than. they are student follow-gp; nor

are thp data required for VEDS. At lest one of the

case-study States does 'not plan to survey employers

because it .has data which shcw that tie employers'

opinions are highly correlated -wl'th students' reports of

embloyment-success. Given. this _strong relationship, the

State: argues, separate measures of employers' ----Satis-.

faction are duplicative. In those States which do

collect employer follow -up data, poor response rates are

an even bigger problem than they are for student follow-.

up data.

Student Achievement is generally regarded as an

important index of program effectiveness. Nevertheless,

it is generally believed that collecting this information

is best carried out locally by individual teachers,

_rather _than uniformly on a statewide basis. Before en-

actment of the 1976- legislation, none of the 15 States

required statewide reporting of student achievement data,

and State responsibility was seen as the monitoring -of

local activity. Howver, in response to the legislation,

most of the 15 States have tried to systematize the as-

' sessment of student achievement to some extent. For

example, some. States, individually and with others in

,consortia, are working to develop occupational profi-

hiency standards and criterion-referenced curricula for
4

vocational programs. The process is far from completed,

for it is complex, time-consuming, and rife with tech-

nical difficulties. Some States fear that statewide

achievement testing or proficienck criteria would bring

uniformity and regimentation in curricula.

tiw



Less attention has been given to the fourth require-
ment laid down by the\regulations--evaluating the results
of additional service-to -special needs populations. The
program review process typically examines the attention
given to special needs populations, but focuses on access
to, not on the res Its ,of, vocational programs and
services. Some .States\ ask, for example, whether supple-

1mental services are provided to handicapped and disadvan-
taged students and whether instructional materials are
nondiscriminatory in terms of sex, race, or ethnic
origin. A few States have education staff members re-
sponsible for special !needs populations/and sex equity
participate in the program review teams. Other States
argue that the'addiAlonal.services to special pOpulations
are automatically included in the regular evaluation
procedur.eS,, and that no special attention is therefore,
needed.

Overall, hOweveri, States are engaging in a consid-
- .

-amount_of'___4Valuative activity. There is great
variation in its 'scope and depth, but the States -are-
demonstrating a strong commitment. 6 and a significant
investment in fulfilling this requirement.

The Use of Evaluation Results

Congress intended that evaluation results be to
revise_ and improve programs. Howexer, 'the way, in which
they are used may vary, as.flo the types of improvement.
they. suggest. For example, the action suggested, by a
finding that equipment is out-of-date will differ from
that suggested by a finding that students tare not geting
jobs, :Likewise, the use of findings at the local IeVel
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might differ from that at the State level, and both may
differ from use at the Federal level. In any case, eval-
uation findings are intended to be used, and it is

important to find out whether they are, and if so, by
whom and in.what way.

When States were asked directly in the spring of
1978 why mcst evaluations were, being done, 32 cited
program improvement as a reason, although 9 States said

-tlielnain reason they were doing the evaluation was simply
to comply with a regulation. Thu, the overwhelming
majority of State officials saw evaluative findings
linked_ to program improvement even at an early stage of
implementation.. However, the in-depth look in 15 States

....

during the next school year (1979-80) showed that the
uses of evaluation results varied among the four eval-
uat,ion categories, much as implementation did, as the

following findings demonstrate.

The most thoroughly implemented activity was program
review; it was also the activity whose results were most
used. In fact; most corrective action came in response
to findings frpin reviewed programs. In coptrase,-,j_data on

student achievement, on the results of services to ---

special populations, and, in many cases, on employers'
satisfaction generally were not available and therefore
couldnot be used by the State agency for progrmn im-
provement or other purposes..

0

Because results of program reviews were frequently
used, it is important to examine -their content and to

understand the way in ,which their results, were used. The

content of program reviews paralleled, in most cases, the
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type of information that would interest an accrediting_

team. Topics regularly covered include quality of

facilities, equipment, and curriculum, whether in-
.

strdctors were certified, and whether guidance and coun-

-sel-ing:services were available. Only a few States in-
.- -

o quired nto topics that are major Federal concerns, such

as ac ess of women and -other special populations to

prograins, whether labbr market data or student placement

data inform local planning, and the, like. Getting these

sorts of topics into'. program reviews would be one way of

encouraging greater attention to Federal concerns.

'The action taken by the States to correct weaknesses

uncovered in the program review was an important step'in

ensuring that impr,ovement occurs. The program:review was

also an important transaction between the State and local

school districts and one which afforded the States an

opportunity to- ensure ',that LEAs be attentive to the

topics the. State believed were important: If the State

embraced Federal priorities, these would be conveyed to

locals during the program review. The State could eonl

6 munieate';--tbrOUgh. program review, Federal .concerns to the'

,
locals, and, throUgh-monitorIng, they could

.

offer :tech-

nical assistance An responding-tipthese concerns,.
--___

. . ---------7----
.

'.After the review, the State informed. each distriet-------L-___2.
.

.
. .-

or institution of the deficiencies or weaknesses fodnd by ...

the -review team. All of the States offered technical

assistance to local agencies in improving programs.

Beyond that, however, States varied considerably in the

means by which they oversaw the changes dictated by the'

review and,jn he sanctions which the imposed

corrective., action was not taken. In som,e States, the

-20-



implementation .of -changes was left to '.the .discretion Of
___-

the school district.. - Otticr States had more formal pro=

cedUre involving requirements for corrective action-,

plans,. and,. later visit's from State staff to monitpr the

iMPlementation.of the changes. The ultimate sanction for

failure to take corrective- action was the threat of,' wi.th-i

-..holding program.appr a1 or Federal fundi However,

most States were extremely reluctant to use this. They

preferred to continue working'wIth.the district- in- sup-

portive way.and.to,encourage program-improvement.

Data on student placement were used far less fre-.

quently than program review data For the most part,

States merely aggregated placement rates across districts.

and passed othem to the Federal level as part of YEE'S'.

Generally, programmatic decisions were not made one the'

basis of placement rates. Only five of the 15 States

have made this data available for'-use in the progrs,

review .process and in planning. One of these States, for

example,produced for -each program in each district a
0

pri ntout .of student placen4t data from, the previous year

together with enrollment and labor market 'projections to

be used in local planning.

,

The precedin iscussion ,deals with use oT eval-.

uation results Stake level. Systematic. data

across States a out use at the loca41 level are not

available; but there is information from one *recently

.completed study for the State of Illinois.17 This study

sought to learn from a large nuMber of LEA administrators

(609 were surveyed, 307 responded) what evaluation

activities were initiated and how the results Were

used Fully 73% of the respondents indicated that they
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Four Conclusions Concerning Implementation

The first conclusion is simply that the message
embodied in the regulations and policy memorandum is

different from that in the legislation; that is to say, .

the message changed during transmission. The discrepancy

between scale of activity suggested in the Act and in.the

regulations is enormous. The Office of Education,

through regulations, gave the States a message which was

not contrary to but broader than that pointed to in the

legislation. The dimensions along which programs were to

be evaluated have been expanded from two narrow areas in

the Act--student placement and employer satisfaction-- to

four broad areas in the regulations--review of planning

and operational processes, student acheiveMent, employ-

ment success, and services to special populations. The

notion that'evaluations are to be used was not reinforced

in either the regulations or the policy memorandum.

The second conclusion is that the ____evalua-tion- re-

t-ss-t-imu-l-a-t- much activity. Implementation has
been uneven across and within States, but States are

demonstrating a strong, commitment to and investment in

these requirements. States also differ in their ability
to implement the evaluation requirements. Even more
pronounced are the differences within a given. State in

its ability to respond to the four dimensions of eval-

uation stipulated in the regulations. Reviews of plan-
ning and operational processing are the most fully devel-

oped evaluative procedures, but most States are moving
toward implementation of a student follow-up system.

States are having the most difficulty with assessment of
student achievement, because appropriate assessment in-
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struments are not available for many courses o -r

programs. States have made limited progress toward being

able to assess the effects of programs on special needs

groups.

The third conclusion is that even if full implemen-

tation were to\occur by the desired time, it is questiOn-
,

able whether the intention of. Congress in introducing

evaluation requirements would be realized. Virtually

lost in the procedural activities at both the Federal and

State levels was the fact that Congress .wanted eval-

uation results used chiefly to revise id, improve

programs. Yet the emphasis at the State level was" -on

getting systems in place to conform to the regulation and

less on the use to be made of the results. This reaction

is also not surprising given the fact that the messages

from the Federal level encourage the emphasis on---p-ro----

cedure. For example, the regUlations from the Office of

-Education consist only of procedural requirements and do

not make explicit' the array,of benefits that might flow

from compliance. The message about utility, about eval-
D

uation results being used to revise programs, was not

reinforced by the Office of Education and was not empha-

sized by the States, which merely tried to implement the

/

proc dures as quickly as possible.
lit

The fourth conclusion is that despite the consider-

able amount of movement, States'nmy not fully meet the

requirements in the regulations by the 'next reauthor-

ization period, when performance will be reviewed. The

prime reason for this is that change -takes time During

two and ouV-nalf years that /1 took the Office of

Education to get the full set,' of instructions -to the
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States, the States, had to search for and/or develop

procedures and instruments, ,and then, in some cases,

revise procedures, as new instructions came from the
Office of Education.' Because of the complexity- of the

regulations and because most States were not engaging in

rigorous evaluations when these regulations were issued,

it will take several years before evaluation procedures

are developed and implemented by most States. Thus, it

is safe td predict that some States will not be able to

meet fully the requirements in the five years from

reauthorization to reauthorization.

-The --story of implementation- -of- the evaluation re-

quirements is probably typical.of the problems associated

with the implementation of s_imila-rpr-o-v-i-slons to Federal

gr-ant---11-1-;-6-id legislation. The distance from the Capitol

to the clasroom is great,_ and there is much opportunity

'for dfstotion'of intent in transmission between. One

can certainty ''find some instances to .the :.contrary-- -

instances of very faithful interpretation of statutory

provisions at the Federal and State levels.. One can even

find instances of interpretation bringing practice more

in line with regislative intent, if not language.

However; the oppOtunitiea for misunderstanding are so

numerous that some distortion i's almost inevitable at

some revel- \The\ timing and the unevenness of the

implementation t the State and local levels is also to

be expected with requirements like'those pertaining to
1

evaluation, whih:deal with a technical- topic and which

call for a considerable amount of change.



The Effects of The Evaluation Requirements

. In enacting evaluation provisions with student

placement and employer satisfactiOn as the criteria
against which program success was to be measured,

Congress was reacting to findings from the GAO report and

elsewhere:that vocational offerings were not in line with
labor market demand. The legislation intended to specify

indicators of labor market demand as criteria for eval-
uation. Data on these indicators were to be used as a

basis for deciding which programs to add, drop, or

maintain.18 The legislation did not imply that placement
data were to be the sol_e_de-t-e-rmi-narrttifprogram

-- offerings. However, the legialatipn, together with the
reports from the House and the Senate, does seem -to
suggest that the ability of students from particular

programs to find jobs would be a factor in deciding which

:programs to support. Thus, the legislation,is seeking to
influence program offerings with process requirements.
With this scenario in mind, it is appropriate to ask

whether the evaluations have had the intended effect.

The answer to the first question is "yes,." but not

exactly in the way Congress envisioned. Evaluation
results are being used to revise programs, but not

according to the e >rpected scenario. That is the results
used came not from student placement but from the

findings of program review, a process called for in the

regulations but not: in the /.eglslation,. Usually this
process Involves )v visit by some external review:team
either nominated 'by. or composed of State
administrators Program strengths and_ weaknesses are
noted and :'coimmunicated to the local institutions,
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'followed:by varying (depending on the State) amounts of

assistance OT monitoring.to ensure that revisions are

made. This is a comfortable role and function for States

to assume and locals to accept. The types of program

revision made, of course, depends upon the type of.items

investigated in the review. In most States, the review

team investigates, topics such as quality of equipment and

facilities or whether teachers are certified,:' and

suggests improvement within these areas. , Programmatic

revisions' based, on this information, while useful,' do

little to further Congress'. purpose in requiring eval7

uation-v which is to bring programs offered more in lirie

with labor market conditions. A few_Statesask-as part -

-of --program reviews how the institution decided which

programs to support. Some'States ask further whether

student placement -data were used to arrive at ,these

deeisions. This is closet to the legislative purpoSe.

The review team can ask aboUt the bases upon which

planning decisions, are made and. can ensure that labor-

market demand figures-heavily in the considerations. A

few States, also, investigate as part of their program

reviews other topics of .concern to Congress, such as

whether the needs of special populations are. being met or

what is being done.to increase access to women and minor-
._ _ _

ities. Since locals are accustomed to being reviewed by

the State and making revisions based on the reviewers'

comments, this is a process that could be used to give

Federal concerns aWider dissemination and emphaSis:

While the legislation is clear-that the majOr use of

evaluation is for !local program improvement, it also

calls -for a second -use--national _reporting: Student _

placement data collected locally are entered into the



VEDS system and aggregated, at the-State and Federal

levels to form a national picture. It is worth noting

that the degree of statistical "rigor and the need, for

compatability of data are greater for 't,his use .than for

the program planning-program improvement. uses. Data

collected at the local level and aggregated first across

districts and then across States must,be compatible from

place to place. Definitions of terms (such as completer,

leaver, related to training) must be constant, and the

sampling procedure used must be consistent. These re,.

quirements do not hold with the same rigor for data used

for program ,,improyement purposes, within a given

district. Furthermore, the requirement for one purpose

may be in conflict with requirements for another. For

example, a sample of school programs must be random to

serve the needs of national, reporting; on the other hand,

a non-random group of the schools or programs most in

need of impriovement might be preferred for program im-

proyement purposes.

Since one evaluative process may not be able to meet

all needs, it may be necessary for policymakers at the

Federal and State levels to review the potential use of

evaluation--for program improvement at the local level,:

for planning and funding decisions at the State level,

for producing national data - -and make -choices among

strategies to emphasize particular uses.

The tension.between evaluation for program improve-

ment at the local level 'and evaluation for national re-

porting is by no means unique to vocational, eduCation.

The authorizing . legislation for other programs_ carries

with it a requirement to evaluate. For examplel.Title 1
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of ESEA has required program evaluations since its_incep-

tion in 1965. The legislative history of ESEA reflects a

strong congressional interest in obtaining evaluation

information that is useful' for program improvement at the

local level, but evaluative information has also been

used for reporting purposes at the national level. The

tension between conflicting demands of data at. two levels

has been noted and the way, in which .Title I evaluations

were used at thelocal level has been investigated.19.

The investigation found that the primary function the

evaluations serve has been to meet Federal and State

'reporting requirements; evalUatiens have not served pri-

marily as a means of judging the program or, as a. guide

for program improvement.

The lesson,is not only that one evaluation process

may not be able to serve all needs, but also that choices

may have to be made among the various uses of evaluation

and that those chosen uses must be properly,emphasized at

the Federal and State levels to ensure their

realization. If program improvement is the prime goal,

this.must be emphasized, even at the expense of gathering

national data.

The uses just described are not the primary' ones

envisioned bythe:legislation. lather, the legislation

calls for a collection of student placement and employer

satisfaction.data, and intends for these to be one:factor

'in deciding program offering's. Student placement data

are indeed collected, bUt are by and large not used to

'determine program offerings. The reasons for-this are

_provocative-and important-.



One reason is that the decision-making process is a

political one. Decisions on whether to continue a

program are influenced by community pressure, student
demand, presence of a tenured teacher, and,_to a lesser
degree, by data. In fact, at the secondary level,
student demand is likely to be the primary determinant of
program offer ings.20 In calling for student placement
data and in encouraging their use in program 'planning,
Congress is superimposing a rational process on apolit-
ical one.. The effects of the rational' process are apt to
be at the margins'. Federal requirements can and do
affect 'activity locally, but they cannot transform.. the
whole enterprise.

A second reason for limited

in determining program offerings

propriateness of the criteria.

use of placement rates

has to do with the ap-

At the State level,

the sole ''C4,ter-

a State should

placement rates are not appropriateas
minant of which districts or schools
support.. Low placements can indicate either' that a given ,

preparing students poorly or merely that the

in an economically depressed aroa. Obviously)

not want placement rates to lead .to a decision

school is

school is

one would

adversly affecting the latter school. Placement rates
can, however, signal problems to State administrators,
who can then give the situation a closer look. Placement
rates at the program level within a school or district
are more telling figures, but still only signal a Problem
and do not reveal its source. All students who stay in
the' area are presumably similarly influenced by its

economic ,condition- Lower-than-average placement; rates
for a given program under these conditions, may indicate
one of three problems: that the program is not in tune
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with the labor market needs of the area, that the prograM

is of poor quality, or that the program has larger -than-

average enrollment of.- disadvantaged, handicapped, and

other hard-to-place students. Given that low placeMent

rates may-be caused by a variety.of conditions, the rem-

edies likewise vary. For this reason, programmatic

decisions shodld not. flow automatically from a.placement

rate. Furthermore, the fear-On the part of vocational

educators that rigid insIstance on,,placements might set

up pressures to exclude the hard-to-plade is real.

In short, student placement rates are indeed a use-

ful piece of information to inform program planning, if

they are used sensibly. Used 'in isolation, they may give

misleading results; used"in conjunction with other infor-

mation, they richly inform the planning process.



FOOTNOTES

1. U.S. General Accounting Office, What is the Role_ of
Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?
Comptroller General's Report to Congre,ss.
(Washington, DpF, U.S. Government Printing Office,
December 1974).'

2., U.S. Congress, House, _Committee on Education and
Labor, The -Vocational Education and National
Institute of Education Amendments of 1976: Report
to Accompany' H.R. 12835, House Report No. 94-1085,
94th Cong., 2nd oess., May 4, 1976, p.20-

3. U.S. General Accounting Office, cited in House
Report, op. cit., pp. 20-21.

4.
,

The major portion of the research for this study was
conducted. befOre the creation of the Department of
Education, at .a time when, responsibility for
vocational education rested with the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education .(SOAE)., For this
reason these titles, rather than the current ones --
Department of Education and Office of VOcational and
Adult Education (OVAE)--are used throughout this
Paper.

5. ,U.S. General Accounting Office, cited in House
Report, op. cit., pp. 20-21.

6. Drewes and Katz, cited in House Report, op. cit.,
p. 21.

In addition, the Comisioner of Education was
required to conduct yearly analyses of each State's
plan and accountability report, including
"suggestions for improvements in the State's
programs (Sec.112(a)(1)); and the Bureau of
Occupational, and Adult Education was required to
conduct a review of "strengths and weaknesses" of
federally assisted programs in at least 10 States a
year. (These are known. asN- MERC/Q--Management
Evaluation Revi-ew -for Compliance/Quality.) Other
requirements for evaluation in the Act-include those
charging the National and 'State Advisory Councils
for Vocational Education with conducting independent
evaluations of vocational education programs,
services and activities. This chapter presents only
a discussion on the effects of the requirements for
State evaluations.



8. House Repoyt, op. cit., p. 38.

97 House Report, op. eit., p. 38, states:

The present Act encourages, States to conduct
periodic evaluations of local programs and to
use these evaluations in revising their
programs. The Committee's hearings showed that
this provision seem to be having little effecl.

The Committee's bill (Section 108), therefore,
contains new requirements concerning evaluation
of programs. Specifically, within the" three-.
year period of the State plan each program
within a. State receiving assistance under the
Act must be evaluated as to its effectivene3s.
The evaluat ions. must. be used to revise the
State's programs and a Summary of them must be
submitted to the Federal government."

10., J. F. Jennings and C. W. Radcliffe, Commentary on
Le islation Affectin Vocational Education Research
and Development. Columbus, Ohio: The National.
Center for Research in. Vocational Education, March
1977), p. 7.

lb answering a question on why 'the particular
criteria were chosen, one of the author's states:

The.crux of the matter is "how do you tell,
whether a :program should he retained or:
dropped and whether a program is successful
or not.".

When you attempt to answer these_qqestions,
the fundamental criteria must be jcb._
placement in jobs for which an individual is
prepared or in a closely related job area.
The next logical criteria relates -to
person's perception of 'whether or not he/she
wa's well. prepare&for-the job and whether or
not he/she was satisfied with the area.for
which he/she was prepared. eine..must
consider the' employer's perception of
whether the vocational program is worthwhile
from his/her point of view. That perhaps is



the critical Measure. Thus we selected'
those criteria that should be the very
essence of what you would base a judgment
as to whether a program should be added,
dropped or maintained.

11. :Federal Re-gTster, vo-1. 42, no. 191,. October
1977,. Sec. 104.402-._.

12. Examples of such projects are the manuals and
handbooks developed by the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education under its contract
with BOA1. There have been 13 such handbooks, among
them:

EValuation Handbook Volume I.: Guidelines' and
Practices for Follow -up of Former Vocational
Students;

Evaluation Handbook- Volume II: Guidel1fles and.

P

5actices for ,Follow-up Studies of Special
pulations;

Vocational
ducat ions

Educat ion Outcomes: Pers ective for

uideline's and Practices for Measuring Employer,
atisfaction with Fomer Vocational Students'
raining:

13. A study by. the National Adir ory Council 'for
Vocational* Education also found hat OE's assistance
"had not been developed to it potential." National
Advisory Council"for Vocational Education, A Study
of the Administration 0 erations and Program
Services of Vocational-Technical Education.
Executive,Summary. Washington', D.C.: U.S. Office
of Education,- Bureau of Occupational anci Adult
Educatign, December, 1978), p. 9.

14.. "Policy Memorandum.." BORE DSVPO FY 79-2

15. Work performed under contract by-CRC Education and
Human Development, Inc.

16. Information was obtained.from the case studies in '15
States by Abt Associates, Inc.
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17. T. L. Wentling and W. E. Pi land, A Study of Local
Evaluation Practices. in VoCationalEducation.
paper presented at the AnieTTCTITI---WCitional
Msociation Convention. New Orleans, Louisiana,
December 1980).

18. J.F. Jennings and C.W. Radcliffe, cit. .. 7.

11019. Jane L. David; Local Useslof. Title I Evaluations.
Report to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation, HEW. (Menlo ParR,
California: SR 1 Project URU - 6854, JOY, 1978).

20. 'H. Starr ,C. Maurice, H. Merz,:-.-and' G. Zaliniser,
Coordination- in Vocational Education' Planning:.
Barriers and Facilitators. (Columbus,, Ohi-o:

. The
Naticiffal Center for Reseaich' in Vocational
Education, 1980), p. 22 '

ti
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